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Where is Crotone Cruise Port?



Enclosed between the clear waters of the Ionian Sea and the
green woods of its parks, the city of Crotone is located in one of
the most fascinating territories of Italy, those of the Calabria
region.

The port of Crotone was born at the beginning of the eighth
century BC, when the city was founded by Greek colonists as new
polis of Magna Graecia and soon activated intense commercial
exchanges with the motherland, becoming a strategic point in the
Mediterranean routes. Its great success was also due to
Pythagoras, the famous Greek philosopher who decided to move
from Greece to create here his own school.

Crotone Cruise Port manages the cruise terminal of Crotone
offering transit, inter-porting and homeporting operations, as
well as an increasingly wide range of ancillary services.
Dedicated to small and medium sized ships, it is a hidden pearl in
the heart of the Mediterranean Sea.

Thanks to a mild climate, a rich hospitality system and a modern
and efficient infrastructural network, the Ionian Calabria finally
shows its beauties also to the cruise public, a new emerging star
in the panorama of the ports of the Mediterranean Sea.
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Cruise Passenger Services

Guest Information Center

NCC

Wheelchair Services

Retail Area

The brand new cruise terminal managed by

Crotone Cruise Port is located on the Riva quay, at

a short distance from the heart of the city of

Crotone.

The structure is also accessible to guests with

special needs (for which it also offers dedicated

services upon request), and houses a Guest

Information Center (GIC), able to provide the most

up-to-date tourist information on the city of

Crotone, and a retail area full of local handicraft

products.

Cruise Passenger Services



Crotone Airport
- 15 km -

Airport Connections

The "Pitagora" airport, also called Crotone - Sant'Anna Airport, is located

in the municipality of Isola di Capo Rizzuto, about 15 km from Crotone.

It is a small national airport in territorial continuity, which guarantees

direct connections with Italian locations.

The Lamezia Terme Airport is located in the city of Lamezia Terme. It is

an important traffic hub for the entire Calabria region, as well as the

main international reference for the city of Crotone.

The airport allows a wide range of direct connections all year round for

numerous national and international destinations, as well as indirect

connections with the whole world.

Lamezia Terme Airport
- 99 Km -





Crotone has always been known for its strong bond with Pythagoras. Right here, where
the Greek colonists from Acacia founded the new polis in the seventh century BC, the
philosopher decided to move from Greece and to create his school. Also thanks to him
Crotone became one of the most important centers of Magna Graecia.

Even today, Greek customs and traditions remain, as well as a vast food and wine
culture: it was in fact the Greeks who established vineyards and olive groves in the
region, a heritage still renowned and appreciated by local inhabitants and tourists.

In addition to enjoying the charming streets of Crotone, from the city it is possible to set
out to visit its magnificent hinterland, which includes archaeological sites, protected
nature reserves and enchanting local beaches with attractive café bars serving delicious
regional fish dishes.

C R O T O N E
C i t y  o f  P y t h a g o r a s

Shore Excursions



M u s t  S e e

Capo Rizzuto Island

Civic Museum of Crotone

Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta

National Archaeological Museum of Crotone,

Castle of Carlo V Villa Comunale Park

Capo Colonna Archaeological Park

Municipality Of Santa Severina

Sila National Park

C R O T O N E

Shore Excursions



CATH. OF S. MARIA ASSUNTACATH. OF S. MARIA ASSUNTA

Shore Excursions

Shore Excursions

CIVIC MUSEUM OF CROTONECIVIC MUSEUM OF CROTONE

NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICALNATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL
MUSEUMMUSEUM

CASTLE OF CARLO VCASTLE OF CARLO V



Shore Excursions

Not far from the city are the Capo Colonna

archaeological park and the Capo Rizzuto nature

reserve, a seaside area renowned for its beaches

surrounding the islet on which the fortress of Le

Castella is built.

This town is known to be one of Italy’s loveliest

ones. It rises on a spur of tuff rock dominating the

valley of the Neto river, and it looks like a large ship

made of stone.

S A N T A
S E V E R I N A

C A P O
C O L O N N A

Shore Excursions



It was established in 1997 and covers about 74.000 years of biodiverse mountainous territory hidden by

forests, woodlands and meadows.

This extraordinary territory and unique mountain massif, that rises in the heart of the Mediterranean, with its

forests, valleys, rivers, waterfalls, tree giants, cliffs, canyons, villages, evidence of history, art and traditions, is

once again regaining the fame that the classical authors rightly assigned it.

There are many activities to do such as hiking, climbing, rafting and touristic train tours.

S I L A  N A T I O N A L  P A R K

Shore Excursions



Known for the village of Le Castella, the town of Isola di

Capo Rizzuto is from the Middle Ages. Located on the

Ionian side of Calabria, Capo Rizzuto is one of the main

seaside resorts on the island with an offer of beautiful

itineraries. The village stands on a promontory that extends

over the sea characterized by the fascinating alternation of

steep and wild cliffs, small coves and beaches of fine sand.

C A P O  R I Z Z U T O

Shore Excursions



Calabria is a land rich in typical products with an authentic and intense flavor.

Each product is the result of the tradition and passion of local producers who

guarantee the highest quality and authentic taste of Calabria.

Local Products

A M A R O  M I L O N E
The Lacinio liquor factory is the producer of the Milone

Spirits line, in the city of Crotone with references awarded

worldwide.

The Lacinio liquor was born from an idea of Michele Sotero

and Davide Milone, both history and local enthusiasts who,

after a 2-year search, have created the first 2 products; It is

appreciated and awarded throughout Italy and in the world

nowadays.



After three centuries the Amarelli Company – member of

“les Hénokiens” a prestigious association which consists of

the forty family-owned companies all over the world that

are two hundred years old at least – produces, with

exclusive working methods, a very high quality liquorice

which can be eaten pure, soft, sugar-coated or tasted as

delicious aroma for small nougats, brandy and spirit.

Local Products

A M A R E L L I

If you're a fan of spicy condiments and spreads, you'll

probably love Calabrian chiles. The spicy, smoky peppers from

southern Italy are incredibly versatile, and pack just the right

amount of heat without being overpowering.

C A L A B R I A N  P E P P E R S



An ancient art is preserved in Crotone which features the

great goldsmith masters whose masterpieces find space in

high fashion and in the entertainment world, in Italy and

abroad. At the National Archaeological Museum it is possible

to admire precious artifacts in gold and silver.

Local Products

G O L D S M I T H I N G

C A L A B R I A N  C E R A M I C S
Calabrian ceramics are famous throughout the

world. Its origins take us back many centuries

although it is not known with certainty when the

processing of ceramics for artistic and decorative

purposes became the main activity of some small

Calabrian villages.



CONNECTIONS | The city is located one step away from the cruise terminal and is connected

by a modern infrastructure network to the main local airports and must see destinations.

LOCATION | Between Taranto, Catania and Corfu, Crotone is a Ionian strategic destination

for the itineraries between the Western and Eastern Mediterranean Seas.

FACILITY | The modern terminal structure safely manages transit and turnaround passengers

traffic, while the Riva quay is able to accommodate small and medium-sized ships.

SHOREX | A wide range of year-round shore excursions and activities for everyone’s taste

within a short drive from the ship’s berth.

WEATHER | The beauties of Crotone are enjoyable all year round thanks to the mild

Mediterranean climate that gives it temperate winters, hot summers and rainfall mainly

concentrated in autumn.

5  G O O D  T H I N G S
Y O U  N E E D  T O  K N O W

Why Crotone?



Con t a c t  U s
+39 070 660 323

www.crotonecruiseport.com

info@crotonecruiseport.com

Terminal Crociere
Banchina di Riva, Molo Giunti
88900 Crotone (KR), Italy

@crotonecruiseport

More Information?



www.crotonecruiseport.com


